
Subject: U++ Turkish translation
Posted by Oblivion on Thu, 18 Oct 2007 23:48:33 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Hi,

I've added Turkish translation (TR) strings to the base .t files of U++ (core, corectrl, ctrllib, oracle,
web, richedit and gridctrl) of U++ (dev 710). 

If it is ok for you(I don't know the exact procedure on how to contribute a translation file), I am
willing to maintain it too.

PS: the translation has nothing problematic, but to prevent any misunderstanding, I have to state
that it needs little improvement on 3 or 4 strings. 
 
Regards.

File Attachments
1) Upp Translation (dev-710) (.t files with Turkish
translation).rar, downloaded 405 times

Subject: Re: U++ Turkish translation
Posted by mirek on Sun, 21 Oct 2007 18:12:04 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Oblivion wrote on Thu, 18 October 2007 19:48Hi,

I've added Turkish translation (TR) strings to the base .t files of U++ (core, corectrl, ctrllib, oracle,
web, richedit and gridctrl) of U++ (dev 710). 

If it is ok for you(I don't know the exact procedure on how to contribute a translation file), I am
willing to maintain it too.

PS: the translation has nothing problematic, but to prevent any misunderstanding, I have to state
that it needs little improvement on 3 or 4 strings. 
 
Regards.

Please, this is the less convenient way how to do translation...

Could you please export your translation?

e.g.
theide --export-tr trtr_
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(but it would be better to create a fake app containing all translated packages).

The trouble is that some .t has changed meanwhile, so I cannot overwrite them...

Mirek

Subject: Re: U++ Turkish translation
Posted by Oblivion on Tue, 23 Oct 2007 00:11:20 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Sorry for the trouble.
I've created a fake app with the packages (core, corectrl, ctrllib, oracle, web, richedit and
gridctrl)and exported the translation file.
Here it is:
 

File Attachments
1) trtr_.tr, downloaded 422 times

Subject: Re: U++ Turkish translation
Posted by mirek on Tue, 23 Oct 2007 08:26:22 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Oblivion wrote on Mon, 22 October 2007 20:11Sorry for the trouble.
I've created a fake app with the packages (core, corectrl, ctrllib, oracle, web, richedit and
gridctrl)and exported the translation file.
Here it is:
 

Thank you. Imported.

BTW, it inspired me to create 'AllForI18i' package 

Mirek
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